Name of student chapter: FISAT ACM STUDENT CHAPTER
Address: Department of Computer Science,
   Federal institute of science and technology,
   Hormis Nagar, Mookannor P.O.,
   Ernakulam- 683577
Number of members in chapter: 85
URL of website: www.acm.fisat.ac.in
Details of student chapter representatives:
Chairman
Anand J
Email: anandj.fisat@gmail.com
Vice-chairman
Rohit Narayanan
Email: rohitnrynn@gmail.com
Treasurer
Lakshmi A S
Email: aslakshmi97@gmail.com
Faculty sponsor:
Sruthy Suresh,
Assistant Professor,
Department of Computer Science,
FISAT.
Email: sruthyajith@gmail.com

Number of students in our college who are studying undergraduate in computer science and engineering: 480
Number of students in our college who are studying postgraduate in computer science: 20

ACM student branch is one of the active SB’s of FISAT. Till date we had conducted numerous events and competitions. ACM INTERACTIVE TALKS was the first event conducted by the SB. On FEBRUARY 3rd 2017 Mr. DEEPAK BABY PhD from KU Leuven, Belgium talk on “DEEP LEARNING”. He said about various field which was unknown to listeners. The event was successfull when the students shared a positive feedback after the event. CELESTIA’17 was an inter collegiate quiz competition which was conducted to boost the technical skills of students. Students from various colleges participated in the competition. It had two rounds. Prelims was conducted online of 27th March and final round was conducted on 30th March 2017. ABRAHAM J ROY AND ARJUN R NATH from FISAT secured FIRST PRIZE and HENNA FRANCIS AND SHRUTHI NAMBISSAN from SAHRDAYA COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY secured SECOND PRIZE. ACM SB of FISAT also conducted WEB DESIGNING COMPETITION among students. Various students participated in the competition actively. The website created by SREEHARI K VIJAYAN secured FIRST PRIZE. The site was officially hosted on 30th March, 2017.